
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby U/12 2.5.17 vs Forest Lions 2.3.15 
ROUND 4 07/08/20 
VENUENAME Lionel Watts Oval 

 
 

The Eagles played the Forest Lions on Friday night under lights for the round 4 clash in wet and rainy conditions 
however the ground being synthetic was the only saving grace. The boys started the game pretty well with Felix 
and Perry providing some good attacking efforts supported by Benny Pryor and Will Hillard playing well in 
defence. Unfortunately, we didn’t control the ball in the 2nd quarter with too many players running loose and the 
eagles not manning up across the ground allowed the lions to hit the score board. A good solid spray by the coach 
at half time kicked the boys into gear and dominated possession during the 3rd quarter. Freddy, Jude and Oliver 
competed well on the forward line, Linden started to win the ruck contest that gave the boys in the middle such as 
Damon, Jack English and Joel plenty of opportunity. Jack Castles disposal and tackling was terrific, and Brody took 
a couple of really good marks across half forward. Kaiden put plenty of pressure on the opposition with Ben and 
Perry to allow the Eagles to claw back into the game. Bailey was really good in defence with Lachlan and didn’t 
allow Forest to score for the rest of the game. Still 10 points behind in the last quarter the eagles rose to the 
occasion, Jack English was dominant, and Will McManus got plenty of ball on the half forward flank to control 
possession. Baily Kicked a wonderful long-range goal, Ben was really good in shutting down any sign of attack 
from the opposition with Will. A snap from the boundary line by Jack English just missed however he made up for 
it with a running goal from 30m out to even up the game. Charlie through his body on the line when it mattered, 
and Felix was hard at the contest. 5 minutes to go and the boys were all over Forest and could sniff our 1st win of 
the season. Lachlan and Jack Castles continued to shut down the lions on halfway that allowed the eagles to 
scrape home by 2 points. Great to see Jude Ball-master of ceremonies lead the boys in singing the song for the 1st 
time this year. Well done boys, great effort but your giving me a heart condition. This week I will be bringing gaffer 
tape and super glue to training so you can’t leave your man!!!! 

Best was Jack English with his outstanding performance supported by Ben Pryor who was exceptional in defence 
and never left his man. Bailey, Lachlan, Joel and Jack Castles also proved the difference between winning and 
losing. 

 

    
    

Report by:   Matt Castles Coach 

 


